Introduction

27
In recent years, there has been a significant push from the open data initiatives in many North
28
American cities [1] [2] [3] or the large projects such as Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe our approach for 92 aligning façade point cloud generated from ground images to open LiDAR data. Section 3 presents 93 the test results and discusses its performance. Finally, we conclude in section 4. 
Initial Georegistration
109
Since the alignment between facade point cloud in the local coordinate system and open
110
LiDAR data in geo-referenced coordinate system features large scale, translation and rotation 111 differences, a georegistration is performed to approximately transform to geo-referenced 112 coordinate to reduce these differences at first.
113
Levelling the Facade Point Cloud. by using the calculated similarity transformation parameters. The alignment result is shown in Figure. and { } at random. Then, the 2D-2D similarity transformation is estimated using the least- into the geo-referenced coordinate system is estimated with this maximal consensus set using the 146 least-square method again. This procedure is formulated in Equation 2. 
where ( components. Then, the mixture model takes the form:
GMM centroids locations are re-parametrised by rigid transformation parameters ( , , ). We can 172 estimate them by maximizing the negative likelihood function:
The correspondence probability is defined between two points and as the posterior 174 probability of the GMM centroids given the data points:
The estimation of parameters ( , , , ) can use the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm.
176
The first step (E step) : predicts the value of parameters based on previous values ( , , ) and 177 then Bayes' theory is used to calculate a posteriori probability distributions as the following equation:
The second convergence. After ignoring the constants independent of ( , , , ), it can be written as: 
where is the standard deviation of all • − 1 . Then, the likelihood of centroids is modified 208 as following: we use a parameter to select one alpha value from { }. Finally, the holes are filled after As shown in Figure 7 , facade point clouds of Rathaus, Lohnhalle, Verwaltung ( Figure. The initial geolocation results which are not entirely accurate due to the low accuracy of GPS are 299 shown in Figure. Figure. 7 E1, E2, E3. We also test the matching of our datasets using 
Quantitative Analysis
314
As shown in section 2.2, an iteration process is performed in the EM process to find the optimal 315 alignment result. After about less than 30 times iteration, the ratio of to initial quickly decline 316 to 1%, as shown in Figure 10 . (a). Provided in the dataset of 'ISPRS benchmark on multi-platform 317 photogrammetry', accurate geographical coordinates { } of target centers distributed on the generating process.
333 Table 2 . RMSE, ME and SD of the proposed method compared with other methods. 334
By analysing the errors of the different methods in coordinates at different point density are given in Figure. ICP and NDT, the proposed method reduces the registration errors from up to 10 meters to less than 380 half a meter. We believe that our approach achieves good accuracy for the following reasons:(1).
381
Using Two-step strategies. Scale, translation and rotation differences are greatly relieved after coarse future, we intend to carry larger trials with more terrestrial images of buildings via crowdsourcing.
394
Despite working well on many datasets, our method relies heavily on high-quality façade point cloud 395 generated from the SfM and MVS process in order to use the 2D outline information, which is the 396 only similarity between the two building point clouds. As such, the completeness and correctness of 397 façade point cloud require continuous improvement in image matching. 
